ILLUSTRATION IS TYPICAL ONLY OF GENERAL SERIES CONFIGURATION: FOR SPECIFIC CONFIGURATION, CALL JENSEN PRECAST.

- A 12" TOP SECTION WT. = 996 Lbs.
- B 12" EXTENSION SECTION (OPTIONAL NOT SHOWN)
- C BOTTOM SECTION WT. = 4,415 Lbs.
- D 14" X 18" X 12" DEEP DUCT KNOCKOUT EACH END
- E 12" X 18" KNOCKOUT - TWO EACH SIDE
- F 12" DIA. SUMP KNOCKOUT
- G FOR COVERS: SEE COVER AND NECKING SECTION.
- H PULL IRON

MINIMUM EXCAVATION SIZE:
4'-8" x 9'-8" x DEPTH REQUIRED.

- DESIGNED FOR PEDESTRIAN OR LIGHT TRAFFIC LOADING.
- ASSEMBLY TO BE PLACED ON A 6" BASE OF CRUSHER RUN FOR EASE OF INSTALLATION AND EVEN LOAD DISTRIBUTION.
- MINIMUM HEADROOM IS 4'-0". ADDITIONAL DEPTHS ARE AVAILABLE BY EXTENSION SECTIONS.